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Presently, two airframes, the UH-1N Huey and the AH-1W
Super Cobra, are combined into composite Marine light attack helicopter squadrons (HMLAs) . With the introduction of the UH-1Y, the Marine Corps must reconsider the composition of the HMLA. In order to implement the lessons learned from Viet Nam, maximize training during high operational tempo, and enable effective task organization for the MAGTF Commander, the HMLA must be decomposed.
Background

Modernizing the Force
According to the United States Marine Corps Concepts and
Programs 2007, the Marine Corps is in the process of modernizing in an effort to "restore and enhance the capabilities of its existing aircraft" for the next ten to twenty years. These programs include the transition from the CH-46E and CH-53D to the MV-22, the development of the CH-53K to replace the CH-53E, the introduction of the UH-1Y to replace the UH-1N, and the upgrade of the AH-1W to the AH-1Z.
In a May 2000 Marine Corps Gazette article, Lieutenant
General Frederick McCorkle stressed the importance of the preservation and enhancement of the utility helicopter capability.
2 Currently, the Marine Corps has only the UH-1N Huey helicopter accomplishing the utility mission. In its existing state, the UH-1N is ill-suited to complete all facets of this mission effectively, hence the introduction of the UH-1Y.
The Utility Mission
With the introduction of the UH-1Y there will be a revitalization of the utility mission. Assuming the MV-22 performs as advertised, the UH-1Y will need to carry out a portion of the medium lift role. Major Stephen M. Jones notes, "The utility mission will flourish during this time because commanders will be reluctant to waste high-priced, sophisticated aircraft upon a low-tech, high-risk job-the utility mission."
3
The utility role is often misunderstood.
4 Those in the Huey community understand the multi-mission aspect of the airframe; nevertheless, in other aircraft communities there is a prevalent fear of a utility aircraft encroaching on their missions.
Instead of amplifying the utility mission, "attempts were made to narrowly define its role." 5 As the UH-1Y revives the utility mission, the Marine Corps will rediscover the benefits of the Huey to augment where he deems necessary and to accomplish other missions not otherwise addressed.
Lessons Learned
In order to implement the lessons learned from Viet Nam, the HMLA must be decomposed. Due to constraints experienced in Viet Nam, the Huey was forced to fulfill missions beyond its The UH-1E replaced the outdated HOK-1 helicopter and augmented the use of the Cessna O-1 Birddog. As
Hueys initially were unarmed, they required escorts when conducting utility missions. Prior to 1965, Marine Corps fixedwing attack aircraft were not allowed to fly in Viet Nam; hence, the need to arm Hueys emerged. The armament, however, was designed for self defense only.
10
Once armed, the UH-1Es in Viet
Nam immediately began to take over the role of escorting the UH- ...the armed helicopter has proven to be an absolute necessity in the delivery of close-in fire suppression support during vertical assault operations. Existing UH1Es were modified to fulfill this requirement. However, in so doing, the availability of the UH-1E for performing the missions for which the aircraft was procured was degraded. While the modified UH-1Es are now doing a creditable job, the AH-1 will provide greater speed and firepower and more flexibility in the performance of the armed helo mission. The AH-1 will also free the UH-1s for light helicopter utility mission[s], many of which are now neglected.
The AH-1G Huey Cobra was sent to the VMOs in Viet Nam in 1969 in accordance with General Krulak's recommendation and General McCutcheon's plan. 15 Then in a move entirely contrary to the Generals' proposals, all AH-1Gs were transferred to the HMLs. This reorganization, however, was short lived; one year after the transfer, three active and one reserve Marine attack 14 Fails, Marines and Helicopters, 113. appropriate levels. Due to the lift, range, and airspeed limitations of the UH-1N, the airframe has been relegated to accomplishing just a fraction of its designed mission. The MAGTF commander has been forced to employ Hueys in accordance with these limitations and therefore leaving the HMLAs intact has not been an issue. However, with the emergence of the UH-1Y and the resurgence of the utility mission, the MAGTF commander will now realize the inflexibility he has endured. The pseudotask-organization currently in place at the squadron level, once undone, will allow the MAGTF commander to task organize the ACE based on mission and aircraft capabilities rather than based on squadron composition.
Counterarguments
There will undoubtedly be many who will argue against decomposition of the HMLA. The three main opposing arguments are examined here.
Some may argue that the current structure of the HMLA supports effective, integrated training. The reality is that the benefit gained by training with other aircraft types within the same squadron is far outweighed by the detrimentally prohibitive requirements to train aircrew in the few training days afforded due to the high operational tempo. The small effort required to coordinate training between an HMA and an HML would be equivalent to the effort currently required to coordinate training between an HMLA and an HMM, for example.
Regarding task organization, detractors will argue that the HMLA is inherently so. Task 
